CAO Alert List 2021
Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology–GMIT

NEW Course for CAO 2021 Entry

**Level 8**
GA285 – BEd in Art, Design and Graphics (CCAM)
GA892 – BA (Hons) Community Development and Youth Work – Mayo Campus

**Level 7**
GA876 – BA Community Development and Youth Work – Mayo Campus

Programmes that have been discontinued and are no longer on the CAO

**Level 8**
GA385 – Retail Management
GA886 – Business (Mayo Campus)
GA888 – Sustainable Building Technology (Mayo Campus)

**Level 7**
GA375 – Retail Management
GA875 – Sustainable Building Technology (Mayo Campus)
GA877 – Business (Mayo Campus)
GA878 – Accounting and Financial Management (Mayo Campus)

Re-introducing specialised entry points for Letterfrack programmes to complement common entry route option

**Programme Codes – Level 8**
GA981 Furniture Design and Manufacture
GA982 - Furniture Making and Architectural Woodworking (Change in Course Title)
GA983 - Furniture and Digital Manufacturing (new offering)

Above three programmes have common first year with GA984, BSc in Furniture, Design Making and Technology (Common Entry)
Programme Codes – Level 7
GA970 - Furniture Design and Manufacture
GA971 – Furniture Making and Architectural Woodworking (Change in course Title)
GA973 – Furniture and Digital Manufacturing (new offering)

Above three programmes have common first year with GA974, BSc in Furniture, Design Making and Technology (Common Entry)